
New Test. Stud. 25, pp. 384-396

PLEROMA: A STUDY IN CONTENT
AND CONTEXT

The object of this paper is to show, from both a study of content and context,
that there is no integral relationship between the so-called technical or
gnostic use of the word TrAi£ipco(jia as it is found in the second-century Chris-
tian heretical sects and the use of the word in the New Testament.

The method employed in this essay is as follows. Firstly an attempt will
be made to define and explain the technical use of the word. This will in-
volve us in an examination of some of the extant material of the second-
century Gnostic sects. Secondly, by means of a brief examination of sources
that both pre- and post-date the first Christian century, we shall demonstrate
that there is a non-technical use of the word that was fairly widespread in
this period. In the third section of the essay we will expound all the NT
verses which contain the substantive TrAripcoucc. The fourth and final section
will be concerned with the use made by the Gnostics of the actual verses
examined in the third section of the essay. In this fourth section we will
attempt to prove what we believe the second part of the essay will suggest,
and the third part will offer as at least a quite acceptable alternative ex-
planation, that the use of the term TTATIPGOUCC in the NT is not in any way
related to the use of the same term by the heretical sects.

With one important exception irAripcoucc does not occur in Gnostic litera-
ture with any great frequency: we should note, however, that the volume
of extant Gnostic material is comparatively small and it is possible that if
more of the writings of the earliest Gnostics had been preserved we might
have found that the term occupied an even more important place than at
present appears.1 The term does not seem to have been used by Basilides,
there being no reference to the term in the discussion of his system by either
Irenaeus or Hippolytus. It is possible, though by no means certain, that the
term was used by Cerinthus and/or the Nicolaitans. In his discussion of both,
Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. in. 11, 1, refers to 'pleroma', though in his earlier
reference to the doctrine of Cerinthus, Adv. Haer. 1. 26, 1, the term is not

1 This suggestion admittedly does raise problems in that the phrase 'the earliest Gnostics' is, to
say the least, very ambiguous. As yet there is no agreement regarding the beginning of Gnosticism
proper (as opposed to the more general 'Gnosis'). The suggestion itself is put forward in slightly
stronger terms ('probably') by J. B. Lightfoot, The Epistles of St. Paul to the Colossians and to Philemon
(London, 1879s), P- 33°- Lightfoot wrote of course before the discovery of the Nag Hammadi
writings; but even the discovery of this source does not do more than substantiate the doctrine of the
Pleroma that has already been adduced from the Apologists.
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PLEROMA:A STUDY IN CONTENT AND CONTEXT 385

mentioned. Since no mention of the term is made by Hippolytus in his dis-
cussion of either the Nicolaitans, Refutatio vn. 36, 3, or Cerinthus, Refutatio
VII. 33, 1, it is likely that the term was not part of the system of either and
that in Adv. Haer. m. 11, 1 it owes its origin to Irenaeus himself, presumably
under the influence of his earlier discussion of Valentinianism.2 The term
does appear, though not with any great frequency, in the Naasene hymn as
preserved by Hippolytus, Refutatio v. 6, 3 - 11, 1. It is doubtful though if the
term can be classified as 'technical' in this instance.3 The word was used
by the Docetists, however, with the full weight and significance of a terminus
technicus*

The one exception to which we have already alluded is Valentinianism,
for whom the doctrine of the Pleroma was the essential part of their system.
Before attempting to explain the significance of the Pleroma for the Valen-
tinians two very necessary and important points should be made. Firstly, the
great majority of our references to the doctrines of this school are to be found
in the works of Irenaeus and Hippolytus, and therefore we must expect these
references to be biased and even polemical in kind. Secondly, we must note
that within the Valentinian school there was not total agreement in either
theology or terminology. With reference to these differences as they applied
to the doctrine of the Pleroma, Jonas5 aptly comments: ' . . . (the) wealth of
the doctrinal differentiations can be seen from the fact of the development of
the pleroma alone; we have in Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Epiphanius and the
Excerpts from Theodotus no fewer than seven versions. . . which in part
diverge considerably and reveal great independence of thought.' But even
allowing for the differentiations, it is still possible to construct a picture of
the Valentinian Pleroma from the sources that are available to us. In the
beginning was the Forefather (also known as Pre-beginning and Primal
Cause)6 who, perhaps together with his consort Ennoia (Grace, Silence),7

generated the first pair of aeons, Nous, described by the Valentinians as the
'Only Begotten', and its consort Truth.8 From this first pair of emanations
were generated Word and Life who in turn generated Man and Church.9

These first eight emanations - if indeed Forefather and Ennoia can be called
emanations10 - were known as the Ogdoad. From Word and Life were

8 Cf. Adv. Haer. 1. i, 1 -8 , 6.
3 The use of the term shows every indication of being related to, if not based on, the use of -n-Wipcopa

in John i. 16; cf., for example, Refutatio v. 8, 30 (referring to the saying of Moses in Deut. xxxi. 20):
TOUTO . . . l o r l T 6 HEAI Kal T 6 y&Ka, oO y£uaa(Jvous TOUS TEAEIOUS &POCOIAEUTOUS yEvtoSai ical IIETCTOXSIV TOU

ir?iT|ptiiictTOS. TOUTO. . .Sari T 6 •nWipcoya, Si' oO Tfdvra [TO:] yivoviEvo yEvinyTo: <&Tr6 TOU dyEwiVrou yEyovt TS

Kal TrerrMipwTai. On the use of the term by the Naasenes cf. J . Ernst, Pleroma und Pleroma ChrUti
(Regensburg, 1970), pp. 47 f. * Cf. Refutatio vin. 10, 3.

6 The Gnostic Religion (Boston, 1958), p . 178. 8 Refutatio vi. 29, 5; cf. Eugnostus 74 f.
' Adv. Haer. 1. 1, 1; Panarion xxxi. 5, 2; Excerpta 22. 7; cf. Eugnostus 73 f.
8 Adv. Haer. 1. 1, 1; Panarion xxxi. 5, 5; Excerpta 6. 1; Gospel of Truth 16. 36; Rheginus 46. 24.
* Adv. Haer. 1. 1, 1; Refutatio vi. 29, 7; Gospel of Philip 11; Eugnostus 86. 15.
10 According to Refutatio vi. 29 f. the original pair are not included in the total of 30, this number

being made up by the addition of two extra aeons, Christ and Holy Spirit.

25 NTS x x v
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386 P. D. OVERFIELD

generated ten additional aeons and from Man and Church twelve aeons and
so came into being the total of 30 aeons which together comprised the Plero-
ma.11 Within this Pleroma there was both unity and estrangement; unity in
that the relationship within each pair of aeons is itself described as a ' ple-
roma',12 and division in that only Nous could know the Forefather; to all
other aeons he remained both invisible and incomprehensible.13 From this
well-known description we are able to form a definition of the Gnostic
(Valentinian) Pleroma which we might render as follows: ' It is the stan-
dard term for the fully explicated manifestation of divine characteristics
whose standard number is thirty and which together form a hierarchy and
constitute the divine realm and, at the same time, it stands to describe the
relationship that is inherent in the divine realm.' Without relating detail we
can say that the division which existed in the Pleroma was the direct cause of
a crisis within the divine realm, a crisis that was essentially the disturbance
of the natural order inherent in the Pleroma. This crisis led to a ' fall' of
the last-created aeon, Sophia, the consequence of which was the birth of
ignorance.14 The ultimate, and for our purposes of consideration most im-
portant, event in Valentinianism was the restoration of the unity within the
Pleroma that had been disturbed by the ' fall' of Sophia. This restoration
was achieved by the emergence of two new aeons, Christ and Holy Spirit,15

who together consolidated and strengthened the Pleroma and at the same
time served as a means whereby the aeons were restored to their original
order.16 Each element of the Pleroma, with the consent of Christ and Holy
Spirit and the approval of the Forefather, then contributed his greatest
asset to produce 'the most perfect beauty and star of the Pleroma, its perfect
fruit, Jesus, whom they also call Saviour and Christ and Logos, after his
father, and All, because he is derived from all'.17

It is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt to establish or even trace
the historical sources which contributed to the Valentinians' choice of the
word Pleroma to describe the divine world. It may be pertinent though to
ask the question which of necessity stands before this, namely, why did the

11 The number 30 is accounted for in at least two different ways by the Valentinians: either by the
'hidden' years of Jesus between his birth and the commencement of his public ministry, or by the
sum total of the hours of the workers in the vineyard ( i+3 + 6 + 9 + n ) . I n both instances the figure
is associated with that which is not generally known. Cf. Adv. Haer. 1. 1, 3.

12 Excerpta 33. I : 'Ev TTAripconorri oOv Svinyros oucrtis JKOOTOS TWV atebveov, t6iov lxE1 irMipooua, Tt\v aujvyiav.
iaa oOv JK aujuylas, 9CHJI, irpo^pxErai, TrMipcbuarii £OTIV, 8aa Si <5nrA 5v6s EIK6VES. Cf. Heracleon, Fragment
18 on J o h n iv. 16-18 in Origen, in Joh. xin. n .

13 Adv. Haer. 1. 2, 1; Eugnostus 71 f.
11 Refutatio vi. 31, 1; Adv. Haer. 1. 2, 2; cf. Rheginus 45. 15-20.
15 But see p. 385 n. 10 above.
16 Adv. Haer. 1. 2, 5 f. According to Refutatio VT. 31,5 f. another aeon, the Cross, was produced in

order that the deficiency that had occurred within the Pleroma might not be made known to the
perfect aeons. The Cross also separated that which was outside the Pleroma from the Pleroma itself,
and was believed to contain in itself the thirty aeons at one and the same time.

17 Adv. Haer. 1. a, 6. Translation from W. Foerster, Gnosis 1 (ed. R. McL. Wilson) (Oxford, 1972),
p. 130. Cf. also Refutatio vj. 32, 2.
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P L E R O M A : A S T U D Y IN C O N T E N T A N D C O N T E X T 387

Gnostics use this term? One possible answer to this question was supplied by
R. A. Markus,18 who suggests that the answer is supplied by Hippolytus. In
Hippolytus we find the bipolar character of the wholeness stressed. This
wholeness is seen in sexual terms; completion requires the coming together
of a couple. Each pair of aeons constituting the Pleroma is a male-female pair
and this pairing itself constitutes a subordinate Pleroma. Markus cites as
evidence for this Excerpta 30:2, 31:1 f., 32:1-3, 33:3. Now it is certainly
true that Hippolytus does stress the sexual character of the emanations,
and it is equally true that the Pleroma-relationship between the aeons is
significant; but it is doubtful whether these facts alone are sufficient to explain
the Gnostics' choice of the word, particularly since the additional evidence
supplied by Theodotus is of doubtful value since on all counts Theodotus
represents quite a developed form of Valentinianism. It may be that a more
profitable line of investigation is one that gives due consideration to the paral-
lelism that exists between the Gnostic idea of the Pleroma and the Stoic
concept of the universe as a place where nothing that is empty is extant.
The possibility of this line of inquiry producing results is enhanced by the
knowledge that the Stoics were among the first, though by no means the
only writers, to use TrAripoOv or TrA p̂ss in contexts where the words quite
obviously conveyed the idea of an inherent unity. Examples of this use of
the words will be given in the second section of this essay.

Before leaving our considerations of Pleroma in the Gnostic systems it is
pertinent that we refer to another as yet unsolved problem, namely the
relationship between Valentinianism and the Gospel of Truth. We have
already referred to the formation of the Pleroma, the crisis within the Pleroma
and its attendant consequences and to the ultimate restoration of the Pleroma
as perceived in Valentinianism. It is surely not coincidental that sayings
which allow a similar kind of development to be understood are found in
the Gospel of Truth. These sayings are19 22:27: ' I t was a great marvel
that they20 were in the Father without knowing him' and 17:5-10: 'The All
turned to him from whom it had proceeded. The All was within him, the in-
conceivable, incomprehensible, who is more precious than any thought,
while not knowing the Father produced anguish and fear.'21 The majority
of scholars accept that the Gospel of Truth has close connections with the
writings of the Valentinian school22 and it is unlikely that this thesis will

18 'Pleroma and Fulfilment', VC vni (1954), 192-224, esp. pp. 202 f.
19 English translations from Foerster, op. cit. n, 59 and 56 respectively.
80 It is not absolutely clear to whom 'they' refers. The reading in Foerster suggests that 'they'

are to be identified with those who had received - or committed - error. K. Grobel, The Gospel of
Truth (London, i960), p. 81 n. 166, suggests that the impersonal 'they' is intended.

81 Cf. Grobel, op. cit. p. 39 n. 20-2. The All = HTHpq = T6irav. This refers either to all things in the
universe or to all things in the higher sphere. We take the latter meaning to be intended.

" Cf. Foerster, op. cit. n, 54. Irenaeus reports in Adv. Haer. m. 11,9 that the Valentinians had a
writing which they called 'Gospel of Truth', but there is as yet no conclusive evidence which would
identify the document found at Nag Hammadi with that referred to by the Apologist.

25-2
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388 P. D. OVERFIELD

undergo much alteration as a result of future debate. Now the Greek loan-
word TrAi'ipcopa occurs 11 times in the Gospel,23 and in light of the comments
made above we would expect that it would refer to the divine realm - or
totality - of the aeons. But this does not seem to be the case because in the
majority of instances24 the word appears to refer to either 'totality' or 'full-
ness' in a way not radically different from the way that the same word is
used in John i. 16.25 Someone in the future may well ask why it is that there is
apparently a turning away from the established Gnostic use of irAripoona in
this later Gnostic (Valentinian) writing.

11

The non-technical use of the word 7rAr)pco|jia is much in evidence in the
ancient world. It signifies that which 'fills out' something, such as the con-
tents of a building, a cup or even the human body;26 in the transferred sense
the term is frequently used to denote the crew, cargo or even the fighting
complement of a ship.27 Perhaps the most common use of the term in secular
literature is in the sense of'complete' 'full-total,' 'completeness', 'perfected
life', 'full of goodness (or any other abstract quality)'.28 In view of what we
have already said about the Valentinian Pleroma, it is interesting to find
that in the secular usage the word also in some instances carried with it the
idea of an incipient unity, as for example when it is used to denote the
number of citizens, traders, etc. who make up and are necessary for
the continuation of a township.29 The word also occasionally is used to denote
the completeness or even the completion of a building.30 In summary fashion
we may say that in secular literature the term is used to signify (i) the content
of an object, (ii) the fullness, completeness, unity, inclusiveness or perfection
of something, and (iii) the complement of an object. But it should be stressed
that the meanings or significances of the term as it appears in secular
literature are in no way clearly delineated. Any difference in meaning that
may have once been intended in the non-technical use of the term is now no
longer clearly discernible.

In Philo the word occurs in instances which, though few in number, do not
differ substantially from the various secular uses already described. He
uses the term to denote the contents, material or spiritual, with which an

23 xvi. 35, xxxiv. 30, 36, xxxv. 5, 29, 36, xxxvi. 10, xl. 33, xli. 14, 16, xliii. 16.
24 Grobel, op. cit. p. 35 n. 8, argues that the references ' most likely' Gnostic are xli. 14 and xliii. 16

To these the present author would add xvi. 35.
25 So Grobel, loc. cit.
26 Cf. for example Euripides, Ion 1412, Cyclops 208, Hippocrates, Aer 7.
87 Herodotus 8:45; Plato, Critias 119 B.
88 Cf. for example Aristophanes, Vespae 660; Appian, Mithridates 47: 185; Herodotus 3:22.
2 ' Aristotle, Politics 3.13-4. 4; Plato, Republic 2, 371.
30 Greek Inscriptions 11 (ed. N. Koehler), 11, 224.
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PLEROMA:A STUDY IN CONTENT AND CONTEXT 389

object can be filled, thus he can describe the contents of the Ark as' Pleroma' ;31

he also uses the term to denote totality.32

The Stoic philosophers were certainly at home with the thought or
general understanding of a 'filled' space. In view of our brief survey of the
secular material one would quite naturally expect that this thought or idea
would be expressed by TrAripcoiJcx. But this is not the case. In no passage in
the Stoic philosophers is this thought reproduced with this word. The term
only occurs in the form TrAr|poOv or else the adjectival irAfjpes; in both
instances the terms stand as the negation of T6 KEV6V.33 We have already noted
that in both the secular literature and in Philo irAripcoucc suggested not only
the thought of'filling' or 'completion', but also carried with it the idea of
unity. The same is true in general for the occurrences of irXripoOv or TrAfjpes
in Stoic philosophy where both terms frequently stand in association with
f|vcoa6ou.31

TrAripcoua also occurs quite frequently in the Corpus Hermeticum, the
most important tractates in this regard being 12 and 16.

In tractate 12 TrAT)p«noc stands in close relationship to jcori and xdauos.
In the world death has ceased to exist and simultaneously the Father has
willed that not only all things in the Cosmos, but also that the Cosmos itself
should be a living being.35 The worldly-immanent god (6 8eurspos 0E6S) is
described as 6 8E CTUHTTOCS K6CTHOS O5TOS, 6 payees 0E6S, KCCI TOU UEIJOVOS EIKCOV

. . . irAripcopd £crriv Tffc jcofjs. In this instance TrAf|pconoc must signify the
entire world, in so far as it is a living entity (jcoov), animated and unified
by means of the divine principle. Further examination of the tractate re-
veals that the formulae TO ev, TO TTSV, TOC TT&VTOC, Koa^os, TrXripco|ja and even
0E6S are interchangeable and consequently do not change from this initial
meaning; it is only in the reciprocal association that this sense of 'totality'
of'fullness' arises. In tractate 16, a tractate which actually carries the title
TTEpl OIKOVOHIOCS TOU TrXr)pco|jiaTos, the monistic pantheism that was evident
in tractate 12 is further developed, particularly with respect to the TrAripconoc
concept, with emphasis on the antithesis between the 'One' and 'all things'.
The theme of the author is the unity between these two entities: every part
is One and all parts are in the One and the One is in all parts. As is obvious
from the text, the universe, which is both 'One' and 'all', is not TrAf)0os but

31 De Vita Mosis 2. 63. F. Mussner, Christus, das All und die Kirche (Trier, 1955), p . 49, understands
this reference to mean 'hugely full', but in view of Depraem. etpoen. 11:65, where the word occurs in
the phrase yevo^vri SJ irMipconot dpETcov, this is unlikely. It is more likely that in 2:63 the term is inten-
ded to convey the idea of completeness or great quantity.

32 De proem, etpoen. 1 8 : 109.
83 As, for example, the comment of Hippolytus, Refutatio 1.21,5: <iAAoc &V(4OTCKJI V clvai KOCI irETTXT|p<5a0ai

TT&vTct KCCI \ir\5k\) EIVOH KEV6V. Cf. also Aet. Placita 1. 18, 5-20. 1, as cited by Ernst, op. cit. pp. 10 f. The
conception of a filled-world is developed by Philo in Leg. alleg. in. 4 and is also found in Corpus
Hermeticum 16:3.

M Diog. Laer. VII. 140; Galenus, De differentia pulsuum 3:6, as cited by Ernst, op. cit. p . 11.
85 The same association of pleroma, cosmos and life is also found in Asclepius 29 f.
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39° p- D- OVERFIELD

TrAfipGouoc. These are not the only occurrences of the term in the Corpus, but
they are the most significant and the most informative. The concept appears
to be a development of the monistic pantheism of the Stoics, but at the same
time one cannot ignore that a dualistic tendency is also present which itself
may point towards the beginning of the Gnostic understanding of the term.
A second important observation can also be made at this point: inherent in
the use of the -rrAripGOUoc concept in the Hermetica is the idea of unity.36

Our brief examination of TrAi'ipcoucc in this section allows us to conclude
that there was a widespread non-technical use of the term that was current
prior to, during and later than the first Christian century.

in

We can now turn our attention to the use made of the term in the NT.
•n-Afipcona occurs seventeen times in the NT, and in ten of these instances the
term needs little or no explanation and the question of a possible Gnostic
influence does not arise. The problem of Gnostic association is, however,
more pertinent in the remaining seven occurrences, all of which are to be
found in the epistles to the Ephesians and to the Colossians. It is with these
texts that the bulk of this section will be concerned. But first we must com-
ment briefly on the ten unquestioned usages of the term.

(i) Mark ii. 21 (par. Matt. ix. 16; Luke v. 36) oOSeis STri(3Ar|ua (b&Kous
dyvoxpov iTTipdarrEi friti iuornov TrccAcu6v ei Se ur), onpei T6 TrAfipcoua &TT'
CCUTOO TO KCCIV6V TOO TTOCAOUOO, KOCI x^pov oy[o\i.o. yivrrai. Here the general
sense is obvious: the new and the old are irreconcilable - the new cannot be
used to repair old forms. The more specific sense of irAripcoua is less obvious.
The most likely interpretation, following Lohmeyer,37 is that TrAripcouoc is
synonymous with hripAnucc, and thus has the sense of 'that which completes
or restores'.

(ii) Mark vi. 43 KCCI fipotv KA&O-UOCTOC 5cb8eKoc Ko<pivcov irAripcb|jiccTa. Here the
sense of TrAripcoua is given by Matt. xiv. 20 where the substantive is replaced
by the adjectival irAripris. The term in Mark vi. 43 must then mean
'full'.

(iii) Mark viii. 20 TTOCTCOV oirupiScov TrXtipcbuorra KAaauorrcov f|paTE. The
same meaning is intended here as in Mark vi. 43; irXripcoiJia has the same
significance as TrXripsis in the previous verse and quite obviously describes
the state of'fullness' which the baskets attained.

(iv) John i. 16 OTI EK TOU TrAripcouotros OCUTOO t\\i£\% TT&VTES eA6:|3ouev. This
is the only occurrence of the term in the Johannine writings. Here its mean-
ing is dependent upon TrAr|pr|s of v. 14. It is best to understand the adjective

88 The same conclusion is also reached by Ernst, op. cit. p . 15, Markus, op. cit. p . 201 and J .
Dupont, Gnosis (Paris, 1949), p . 468.

37 Das Evangelium des Markus (Gottingen, 1959), p . 61.
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PLEROMA:A STUDY IN CONTENT AND CONTEXT 391

in v. 14 as modifying Aoyos and, by implication, uovoyevris, and so to under-
stand the TrAfipcoua of v. 16 as referring to the richness of the divine Logos.38

(v) Rom. xi. 12 el 8E TO TrapaTrrcoucc OCUTCOV TTAOOTOS KOCTUOU Kai T6

fiTTriiJia OCUTCOV TTAOUTOS E9VCOV, Troaco uaAAov TO irAripcopa OOTCOV. Here
TrAripcoua stands in antithesis to f̂ TTTina and therefore must have the sig-
nificance of'full strength', 'entire complement'. It is also possible, in view
of xiii. 10, that the term could mean 'complete fulfilment'. If this is so we
would translate: 'when they (the Gentiles) completely fulfil the will of God'.
But the former possibility is to be preferred on the basis of the proximity of
this verse to xi. 25 where the obvious sense is 'totality'.

(vi) Rom. xi. 25 OTI Trcopcocnj onto UEpous TOO MapotfiA yEyovEv &xpis ou
TO TrAqpcouo: TCOV eQvcov elaEAfrn. As we suggested above, irAripcoua here can
hardly carry any other significance than that of 'totality', 'full strength'
and is quite positively equivalent to Tracnv TOIS EGVECHV (Rom. i. 5).

(vii) Rom. xiii. io...irAr|pcoua ouv vouou f) dcydirri. The intended sense
here, in line with other Pauline statements which express the same idea
without resort to the TTATIPCOUOC term,39 is that of'fulfilment', 'summation'.

(viii) Rom. xv. 29 oI5oc SE OTI epxousvos Trpos upas EV TrAripcbuari euAoyfccs
XpioTou eAeucropoa. The language is vague but the sense is that Paul expects
that both he and his hosts will share in the superabundant blessings of
Christ. The same thought is expressed in a somewhat stronger fashion in
I Thess. i. 5.

(ix) I Cor. x. 26...T0O Kupiou yap f) yfj Kai TO TrAripcoua aurfjs- This
citation of Ps. xxiii. 1 (LXX)40 provides evidence as to the frequent similar
use of TrAripcouot in the LXX.41 The obvious meaning here is 'totality', 'all
that is in it'. It is possible that in the Greek-speaking world the OT citation
would be understood as 'superabundance' or 'excess'.42

(x) Gal. iv. 4 OTE 8E f)A0£v TO irAripcoua TOU xpovou, and similarly Eph. i.
10 sis OIKOVOUIOCV TOU -rrAnpcbuorros TCOV Kaipcov. Both passages use TrAripcoua
in exactly the same way, though it is likely that a theological distinction is
intended with the change from XPOV°S to xaipos. Irrespective of this, the
sense intended in both texts is such that TrAfipcoua must indicate 'complete-
ness'.

The interpretations we have suggested for the above passages are not the
only ones possible, to be sure. But it is significant that, with the possible

38 A different view is expressed by R. Bultmann, A Commentary on the Gospel According to St John
(Oxford, 1971), p. 65, who argues that -n-Wipcoiict here should be interpreted with reference to the
pantheistic cosmology of the gnostic systems. But in view of the frequent OT references to ' fullness'
as 'the fullness of grace, mercy' etc., as in Pss. v. 8, li. 3, lxix. 17, this view is to be rejected.

38 Cf. Gal. v. 14; Rom. xiii. 8. In both instances the same idea, that of fulfilling the Law, is expressed
by irAripiu, thus suggesting that Paul does not differentiate theologically between the two concepts.

40 Cf. also Pss. 1. 12, lxxxix. 11, xcvi. 11 and Jer. viii. 16, where similar phrases occur.
41 irAi'ipcona occurs some thirteen times in the LXX: I Chron. xvi. 32; Ps. xxiii. i, xlix. 12, bcxxviii.

11, xcv. 11, xcvii. 7; Eccl. iv. 6; Cant. v. 12; Jer. viii. 16, xxix. 2; Ezek. xii. 19, xix. 7, xxx. 12. The
term translates the MT H}?'0 an X^

" Cf. Ernst, op. cit. p. 68.
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392 P. D. OVERFIELD

exception of Bultmann's comments on John i. 16, there is no suggestion by
any major exegete that the use of TrAripcouoc in any of these texts is in any
way related to the normal use of the same term in the Gnostic literature.
The same cannot be said, however, for the occurrences of the term in either
the Ephesian or Colossian epistles. In these letters the exact meaning of the
verse in question as well as, more particularly, the TrAi'ipcoucc concept is
much discussed and in each case a Gnostic interpretation is only one of the
possible solutions offered by exegetes. I t is convenient to list these well-
known texts at this juncture. They are:

Col. i. 19 f. o n kv ecu-rep EU86KT)<7EV uav TO -rrAripcona KcrroiKficrca KOU 5 I '
CCUTOO &TTOKorraAA&£ca T& TT&VTOC els OCUTOV.

Col. ii. 9 f. oTi EV aurcp KCCTOIKE! TTSV TO irX^pcopia TTJS 6E6-[T|TOS CTCOUOC-

TIKCOS, KOtl E'CTTE EV CCUTCp "TTETrXr|pCOUEVOt.

Eph. i. 22 f. KCCI auTov E8COKEV KEtpaAfiv CntEp TTAVTO TTJ EKKAnaio:, T^TIS

ECTTIV T 6 crcona OCUTOO, TO irAripcona TOU TO -TTAVTCC EV -rraaiv irAripouuEvou.

Eph. iii. 19 yvcovoci TE TT)V uTTEp|3ccAAouaocv Tffo yvcooEcos &y<5nrr|v TOU
XptoroO, iva irAripcoQfiTE els irav TO TrAripcoua TOU 0EOU.

Eph. iv. 10-13 6 KCCTa|3as CCUTOS EOTIV KO\ 6 dtvaPas uirEpAvco TT&VTCOV

TCOV oupotvcov, iva irAripcoori TOC ircivTa. Kai OCUTOS ESCOKEV TOUS UEV dTrocrrdAous
TOV KorrapTiauov TCOV dyfcov els epyov 8iaKovfas, E!S OIKOSOU^V TOU

TOU Xpicrrou...Eis u^pov f)AiK(as TOU TrAripcbucrros TOU XpioTou.
With regard to Col. i. 19 and its near-parallel ii. 9, it needs little prompting

to see, in the light of our earlier discussion of TrAripcouoc in its Valentinian
context, that the author of the epistle may have been setting out, or using
traditions which set out, a doctrine that we would now describe as Valen-
tinian, or, conversely, he may well have been consciously using the technical
language of earlier Gnosticism or of Gnostic traditions, as a polemic against
this selfsame heresy. Of these two possibilities the latter is more likely in view
of the reference to CTGOUCCTIKCOS in ii. 9 which could be interpreted as 'organ-
ized into one body' and thus be intended as a deliberate counter to the
Gnostic concept of the Pleroma as comprising a series of different, if not
entirely separate, entities. But a much simpler exegesis can be equally well
supposed for both passages - of Christ it is uniquely true that the entirety of
God's nature resides in him. In this case aco^orriKcos may mean nothing more
than 'in a bodily person' and then of course it would refer to the historical
Jesus. This interpretation is supported by the fact that irAi'ipcono: frequently
carried with it the concept of unity in its use by the secular authors. If this
is so in Colossians, then the word is applied to Christ in order to clarify and
describe his unique relationship with God; a use not dissimilar to that
which underlies John i. 16.43

48 The parallelism between these two texts is noted by many exegetes; cf. for example G. Delling,
'iTWiptoiia', T.D.N.T. vi, 303 f.; C. F. D. Moule, '"Fullness" and "Fill" in the New Testament',
S.J.T. iv (1951), 78-86, exp. p. 82; Ernst, op. cit. pp. 69 f.
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Eph. i. 23 presents its own particular problems of both translation and
exegesis which we can summarize as follows: TrAripcoucc: does it have
active or passive significance?; irAripoun^vov: is it passive, middle or middle
with active significance?; and, finally, what is the relationship of TO: TT&VTOC

EV iraaiv to the rest of the verse, that is, is it to be taken in an adverbial or
adjectival sense? All these separate problems demand solution if an adequate
exegesis of the verse is to be offered.44 If we accept a translation such as the
one put forward by C. F. D. Moule45 and read 'God gave Christ to be Head
over all things to the Church, which is his body, and to be the fullness of
him (that is, God) that filleth all in all' then there is an obvious parallelism
to the Valentinian description of Jesus as the perfect fruit of the Pleroma,
that is, the one in whom is gathered together the unity of the Pleroma.
Although Moule does not accept a Gnostic interpretation of this text, Schlier,
who offers a translation not very different, does make a very positive identi-
fication of the •n-Aripcouoc term here, as well as in Colossians, with Gnosti-
cism. He writes:46 'Von der Sache her und speziell von der Verbindung-
und also Erloser-Urmenschvorstellung her ist kein Zweifel, dass der Begriff
Pleroma ein neues Zeugnis fur den ' gnostischen' Sprachgebrauch des
Epheser- (und Kolosser)- briefs ist'. But another interpretation which does
not allow this parallelism to exist is equally possible, namely that proposed
by J. A. Robinson47 and followed by R. Yates and the present author, which
takes irAripouu^vou as passive, -rrAripcoucc as a noun with mainly active signifi-
cance and TO TrAvTcc kv TTSCTIV as adverbial and equivalent to the classical
TTccvTonTccaiv. The sense is then that the Church is the completion of Christ
(irAi'ipcoiicx being taken as in apposition to aco|jioc and not to the OCUTOV of
the previous verse).48 The objection that this interpretation normally meets,
namely that it supposes a Christ that is in some way deficient, is answered
when we further interpret this verse in light of the Jewish doctrine of
Inclusive Personality.49 The same theological interpretation can be given to
Eph. iv. 13: 'When all the saints have come to the unity which is their
destined goal (that is, to a community unified i n - a n d by-faith), then
Christ will have been completed.' The thought here is that the Church in
so far as it is both the instrument and medium of the TrAr)pcoiioc TOU XpicrroO

44 For a survey of the problems and their possible solutions cf. R. Yates, 'Ephesians 1:23 - A
Reconsideration ',E,T. Lxxxm (1971-72), 146-51. This article is a condensation of the same author's
unpublished M.Litt. thesis of the same title, Cambridge University, 1969.

45 So 'A note on Ephesians 1:22, 23', E.T. LX (1948-49), 53; '"Fullness" and "Fill"', op. cit.
pp. 82 f.; Colossians and Philemon (Cambridge, 1957), pp. 169 ff. In the last-mentioned note Moule is
less certain of this interpretation of Eph. 1. 23 than in the earlier works. Moule totally rejects the
possibility of any Gnostic influence lying behind this text although his translation itself does not seem
to exclude this possibility.

48 H. Schlier and V. Warnach, Die Kirche im Epheserbrief (Miinster, 1949), p. 110; cf. also his
Brief an die Epheser (Diisseldorf, 1971'), p. 97.

47 St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians ( L o n d o n , 1 9 0 3 ) , p p . 42 ff., 2 5 5 ff.
48 S e e n . 4 4 a b o v e .
49 The same idea of inclusive personality is expressed more clearly in Eph. ii. 6, 22.
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is the sphere which serves both to cause the completion (-rrAripooua) of the
universe and the increase (TEAEIOS) of the corporate body.

Eph. iii. ig, particularly in view of the use of els and the presence of
yvcoCTis in the text, certainly can be interpreted in line with Gnostic ideas.
But it is also quite possible that what the author intends here is not essen-
tially different from that which he says in iv. 8-13. This interpretation is
considerably strengthened when it is seen that Tva TrAr|pco0fJTe eis TTCCV T6

TrAr|pco|KX TOO ©sou is intended as both the summation and consequence of
the two previous Tva clauses (vv. 16, 18). Here as in iv. 8-13, the theme is
'growth' or 'increase'. The significance of els is important: it emphasizes
the fact that there is both 'journey' and 'objective'; the requirement for
the former is -moris and the latter is nothing less than the TO TrAi'ipGOua TOO
6EOO, the completion that God offers.

The situation that we have reached thus far is that we have defined TrAr|-
pcopoc in its technical or Gnostic (Valentinian) sense and at the same time
have shown that the non-technical use of the term also has a long history.
In the third section we have demonstrated that it is quite possible, on
exegetical grounds alone, that it is the non-technical sense that is present in
all the debated texts in Ephesians and Colossians. The point is perhaps
beyond comprehensive proof but we believe that at least we can demonstrate
that the greater probability does in fact lie with the non-technical use of the
term. With this intention in mind we now turn briefly to an examination of
the use made of the NT -rrAripcoua texts in the extant Gnostic literature.

IV

From the extant literature it appears that the only NT TrAr|pco|jia text
definitely used by the Gnostics was Col. ii. 9, though it is possible, but less
certain, that they also used Col. i. 19. There is no evidence that the Gnostics
ever used the Ephesian TrAripcoua texts.60 The texts appear as follows in the
Gnostic literature:

Adv. Haer. 1. 3, 4

That the Saviour who is from All is himself Everything they would find indicated
in the expression 'Every male that opens the womb': he was everything and
opened the womb of the desire that belonged to the aeon who fell into passion and
which was banished from the Pleroma. They also call this the Second Ogdoad...
And for this reason, they affirm, Paul said plainly 'He is the All', and again, 'All
things are unto him and from him are all things', and again, ' In him dwells the
entire fullness of the Godhead' (ev OCUTW KOCTOIKEI TTOV TO uAi'ipGona TTJS QEOTTITOS)

and 'All is summed up by God in Christ'. Thus do they interpret (these passages)
and others in the same way.

60 The same cannot be said for the epistle in general; cf. for example Excerpta 7:4, 42:1, 43:5;
De Resurrections 45:24-8.
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Adv. Haer. i. 12, 3

There is great contention among them about the Saviour as well. They say that he
came into being out of all, and for that reason is called the Well-pleasing, since it
pleased the entire Pleroma to praise the Father through him (616 KCCI E06oKnT6v
KaAeloOou, OTI Trav T6 TrAf|pcoua T)0S6icr|a6v 81' canroO So^aom TOV rfcnipa).

Ex. Theod. 31. 1

But if he who came down was the good pleasure of the Whole (EUBOKIO: TOU 6XOU

fjv), for 'in him was the entire Pleroma in bodily form' (eV CCUTCO yap irav T6

•n-Aripcoua fjv OXOUOTIKCOS) - and himself suffered...

Refutatio v. 12, 4 f. (with reference to the Peratae)

And they say there came down from on high, from the unoriginate being, the first
division of the world, when the time was otherwise complete, in the time of
Herod. . . a three-natured man called Christ, having three bodies and three powers,
possessing in himself the complexities and powers proceeding from the three parts
of the world. And this, he says, is the meaning of the saying 'The whole fullness
determined to dwell in him in bodily form' and in him is all the godhead of
the trinity divided as aforesaid. (TT5V T6 irAripcoua eOSoicnaE KorroiKfjaca EV aurcjS
CTCOUOCTIKCOS KOCI Trao-a icrnv iv OVTCO f\ 0E6TTIS. . . )

Refutatio vm. 13, 1 (with reference to Monoimus)

Now unity, the single stroke, he says, is also the number ten: for this power of the
single stroke, the letter Iota, is also the number two, and three, and four, and
five, and six, and seven, and eight, and nine, and so up to ten; for these, he says,
are the numbers, so many ways divided, that reside in the simple, incomposite,
single stroke of the letter Iota. This is (the meaning of) the saying ' For the whole
fullness was pleased to reside in the Son of Man in bodily form' (OTI Trav T6
TrAi'ipGOua T)066KTIOIE KorroiKfjaai liri T6V ui6v TOU dcvQpcoTrou CXOUOCTIKCOS). For, he
says, these compositions of numbers (deriving) from the simple incomposite single
stroke of the Iota have become bodily substance.

In Adv. Haer. 1. 3, 4 it is notable that O-COUOCTKC&S is absent from the reference
to Col. ii. 9. This is because the Colossian text is, according to Irenaeus,
used by the Valentinians to prove that the Saviour is derived from Aeons
and that the Saviour is himself everything. The text is not used explicitly
to prove that the totality of the Pleroma was present in Christ. The use of
TrAripGoucc in Adv. Haer. 1. 3, 4 is then dependent upon the Colossian passage,
though with the significant change of emphasis. Adv. Haer. 1, 12, 3 con-
flates Col. i. 19 and ii. 9. But again here there is a weakening of the TrAripcoucc
concept; no longer does the TrXripcoua dwell in Jesus, but instead it praises
the Father through the aeon the Saviour, who is also called Well-being.
Ex. Theod. 31. 1 also seems to depend on a conflation of the two Colossian
passages, but even so there is again a weakening of the TtAripcoiio: concept
inasmuch as the text omits any reference to KOTOIKE'CO. The citations from
Hippolytus also seem to depend on a conflation of the Colossian texts.
Here in fact the evidence is stronger in that both the Peratae and Monoimus
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seem to combine key words which are found in the distinct though related
sayings in Colossians, as well as having similar word order. This could well
be explained as a result of a tradition which grew up in dependence on
Colossians.51 The fact that in Refutatio x. 10, 4, where the views of the Peratae
are summarized, the Colossian text appears as ev & KCCTOIKEI TTOV TO irAi'ipcoiJcc
TTJS 0EOTr|TOS acojjicm<Kcos> indicates not only that Hippolytus knew Col.
ii. 9 but also that in the earlier citation, v. 12, 4, the reference is to a con-
flated version of Col. i. 19 and ii. 9 which was used by the Peratae.52

The use made by the Gnostics of the Colossian texts coupled with the fact
that they do not appear to use any other of the fifteen NT TrAi*ipconoc texts
suggests to this author that the Gnostics failed where many an NT exegete
has succeeded: they failed to recognize incipient Gnosticism in these
TrAripcoucc texts. The NT use of the irAr|pcopia term is then without exception
related to the use of the term in secular literature; in no instance is the NT
use of the word in any way related to or influenced by Gnosticism.63

P. D. OVERFIELD

New Test. Stud. 25, pp. 396-398

A SUPPOSED
SYNAGOGUE INSCRIPTION

Investigating possible analogies to the remarkable address in II John 1:
£KAEKTTJ Kupfqc, I lit upon the book of B. Lifshitz, Donateurs etfondateurs dans les
synagogues juives. Repertoire des dedicaces grecques relatives d la construction et a la
rejection des synagogues (Cahiers de la Revue Biblique, 7), 1967. The inscription
no. 35, pp. 36-7, from Amastris (today Amasra) in Paphlagonia, runs as
follows: 0ECO &VEiKr)TCp Kcci Trj Kupiqc TrpoaEuxtJ EU£6CHEVOS Kod ETTITUXCOV

&v£0r|KOC AuprjAios TTpcoTOicrriTos Euxapiorripiov. Lifshitz gives this trans-
lation of the text: 'Au Dieu invincible et a l'honorable proseuque, Aurelius
Protoktetos, qui avait fait un voeu et avait vu sa demande exaucee, a d^die
(cela) en temoignage de reconnaissance.'

61 So F . Borsch , The Christian and Gnostic Son of Man ( L o n d o n , 1972), p . 66 .
62 Cf. O. Michel, 'ohsoSouV, T.D.N.T. v, 154. Michel says that Col. i. 19 and ii. 9 'obviously

belong to the fixed liturgical and kerygmatic stock of the community'.
63 P a r t of R o m . x i . 2 5 , t h o u g h significantly n o t t he ac tua l -n-Mipcona c lause , is c i ted in Ex. Theod.

56:3 ff., and Eph. iv. 9 is cited at vii. 4 and xliii. 5 and is alluded to in ii. 1 and iv. 2; but again
in no instance does the reference include the clause Ivcc irATipcbori TA IKSCVTO (Eph. iv. 10A).
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